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Abstract 

The Black & Scholes formula will give a wrong price if used directly on 
basket options, and most often the Black & Scholes price underestimates 
the real price. Depending on the parameters of the underlying assets the 
error could be substantial. This paper briefly outlines the theoretical back- 
ground for the above statement, and discusses the use of simulation meth- 
ods to solve the problem. The focus will be on a quasi-Monte Carlo method 
which employ a low discrepancy Sobol sequence of numbers in [0, 11” - s 
being the number of assets in the basket. Some baskets consisting of the 
largest stocks on Oslo Stock Exchange are constructed, and the prices of 
these baskets calculated by the quasi-Monte Carlo method are compared 
to the corresponding Black & Scholes prices. 
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1 Introduction 

When deducing the Black & Scholes formula one uses that the price process of the 
underlying asset follows a Geometric Brownian motion (GBM). If one assumes 
that each asset in a basket has a GBM price process, the basket itself can not have 
a GBM price process because the sum of GBM is not GBM. This is equivalent 
to the fact that the sum of log-normal distributed random variables is not a 
log-normal random variable. This means that we can’t, in theory, use the Black 
& Scholes formula to calculate the price of derivatives with several underlying 
assets. 

It is known [4, Ch. 2.21 that the price of a European contingent claim can be 
expressed as an expected value of an expression in which the price processes of 
the assets are present. This expected value can be simulated by the use of Monte 
Carlo methods. The conventional Monte Carlo method however is rather slow, 
and we therefore apply quasi Monte Carlo methods (QMC) to the basket option 
pricing problem. This leads to the need for a rewriting of the original integral 
which is over the domain RN to an integral over the domain [0, llN. 

Section 2 describes the market briefly and section 3 introduces the expressions 
for the value of the claim. In section 4 we give a short motivation for the use of 
QMC, and performs the rewriting of the integral which describes the value of the 
claim. In section 5 we present some simulation results on the convergence speed 
of the QMC compared to the standard Monte Carlo method. Section 6 gives the 
results on the pricing of some baskets of papers from Oslo Stock Exchange. 

2 The Market 

We operate in the context of a complete, standard financial market M, with 
constant risk-free rate r and volatility matrix cr. The price processes of the assets 
in this market are governed by a set of stochastic differential equations (SDEs). 
There are N + 1 assets in the market, one risk free asset and N risky assets. The 
model for the risky assets is the so called GBM. For a comprehensive survey of 
the assumptions and properties of the market see [4]. The solution to the SDEs 
is achieved by the development of a risk free measure Pe and straightforward use 
of Ito’s formula. This leads to the following expressions for the price processes: 

So(t) = ert, (because So(O) = 1) 0) 

Z&(t) = SJO) exp [(r - i 2 &)t + 5 6d@‘(t)lI n= l,...,N. (‘4 
d=l d=l 

The volatility matrix u is an N x N matrix s.t crcrT = cr2 is the covariance matrix 
of the returns of the assets. The stochastic process IV?‘(t) is a d dimensional 
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Brownian motion under the risk free measure P’. In the following analysis it is 
convenient to write the price process for the stocks like 

S(u) = Mu. - t, S(t), o(Wo(u) - We(t))), 0 5 t 5 u I T, (3) 

where h : [0, co) x Ry x RN + Ry is the function defined by 

h,(t,p,y)gp,exp[(r- ~~d&+~~l. n= l,...,N. (4) 
d=l 

The process We(t) is an essential part of the market M. When we use constant 
coefficients as in our case, there is a constant 0 E RN called the market price of 
risk. 0 is given by the relation b - rl = 08, where b E RN is the vector of drift 
coefficients for the assets of M. By using the Girsanov theorem it can be shown 
that 

J 
t 

Ivo(t) = Iv(t) + Bds, Vt E [0, T] 
0 

is an N-dimensional Brownian motion under the risk free measure Pa relative to 
the filtration {F(t)} of IV(t). Th e p recess IV(t) is the Brownian motion observed 
for the assets in the market under the measure P induced by the market. For a 
more general survey see [4, Ch. 11. The Brownian motion W,‘d’ has the property 
that AL@‘(t) N Nd(O a) and this is exploited when we deduce explicit 
formulas and algorithms suited for the simulations in the next sections. 

3 The Value of the Claim 

A European contingent claim (ECC) is defined as a cumulative income process. 
Without going into the details and proofs which can be found in [4, Ch. 2.41, we 
state that the value at time t of European call options (ECO), which is the class 
of claims we are looking at, can be expressed as 

VECo(t) = e-‘(T-f)Eo[(p(S(T))I~(t)] (6) 

The function (p(S(T)) is depending on the construction of the individual ECO. 
We are developing a pricing formula for an EC0 on a portfolio or basket of assets 
where the different assets can be correlated. This contract is to be understood 
as the right (not obligation) to get the basket consisting of an amount H,(O) of 
each of the underlying assets at the expiration time T, by paying the strike price 
qp. Thus the function cp(.) in this particular case is given by 

v(S(T)) = (5 KdW%U’) - w)+, n=l,...,N, (7) 
n=l 
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and this leads to the price process of the particular EC0 we are considering 

PCO(t) = e-‘w30& H,(O)Sn(T) - qP)+l.F(t)] 
n=l 

(8) 

=e +‘)E& H,(O)h,(T - t, S(t), a(Wo(T) - We(t))) - qP)+I-wl 
TL=l 

(9) 
For simplicity we prefer to consider the value at t = 0, which is the value at the 
time you are buying the ECO. The expression then becomes 

VECO(0) = epTTE,[(c &(O)b(T S(O), dWo(T))) - w)+l 
n=l 

(10) 

From elementary probability theory we have that this expected value can be 
expressed as an integral over R”, see for instance [9, Ch. 2.11. 

21 
VECo(0) = eCT /,-($ H,(O)h,(T, S(O), 0z) - qp)+e;2P ‘z)f cl2 (11) 

n-1 7r 2 

4 Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods 

The motivation for the development of quasi-Monte Carlo methods is that the 
conventional Monte Carlo method only converges at an order of 0( l/n), where 
K is the number of simulations. The idea with quasi-Monte Carlo methods 
is to increase this rate. The literature on quasi-Monte Carlo methods yields 
an integration error that is proportional to the discrepancy of the used point 
sequence. The discrepancy is a measure of nonuniformity of this point sequence. 
An upper bound for the discrepancy is 0((log K)“/K) , see [6], [7] or [8] on 
this subject. The error bound for the quasi-Monte Carlo methods is thus better 
than that of the conventional Monte Carlo method as K + M, but it is evident 
that K needs to be extremely large for reasonable sized s (the dimension of the 
problem) in order for the benefit to appear. In practice however one experiences 
better performance than the given theoretical bounds when employing quasi- 
Monte Carlo methods, see [5]. 

The uniform distributed sequences are the basis of the quasi-Monte Carlo meth- 
ods, and are objects of extensive research [8], [ll], [lo]. A low discrepancy se- 
quence which is rather simple to implement yet with good performance is the 
Sobol sequence. It was first presented in [14], and an improved implementation 
of it was presented in [l]. Computational tests were carried out in [5] and indi- 
cates that the Sobol method works well, also for higher dimensional problems. 
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In [12] it is reported that they had success with the Sobol method also for very 
high dimensions, but other literature like [2] report that the so called effective 
dimension d, for the problem is actually lower than the real dimension s. 

One problem with the Sobol sequence approach is that it is difficult to find the 
sequence for dimensions s > 45, but for the purpose of this paper in which s < 13 
the Sobol method is well suited. For an extension of the dimension to include a 
larger portfolio, other techniques may be employed. See [lo] on this subject. 

If we were to employ a standard Monte Carlo method for the evaluation of the 
expressions (10) or (11) we could simply use the fact that W,‘d’(T) N Nd(O, J?;) 
in (10) and use some known algorithm like the Polar Marsaglia or the Marsaglia 
Bray to simulate values from the standard normal distribution, see [13, Ch. 31 for 
an overview of such methods. These methods are known as rejection methods, 
which means that some combinations of the uniform distributed variables used 
in the algorithms are rejected. When using quasi-Monte Carlo methods however, 
we need to ensure that we do not reject any of the uniform distributed numbers. 
This is because we have to maintain the low discrepancy characteristics of the 
uniform distributed sequence. To cope with this we have to rewrite the integral 
in (11) to be over the unit cube [0, 11” instead of R’. Notice furthermore that 
it is common to use s for the dimension of the quasi-Monte Carlo numerical 
integration problem, but in our case this is equal to N - the number of assets in 
the basket. The integral is rewritten 

PC(O) = e-T JRN p(h(T, S(O), UZJ?;)) 
exp(*) 

(27r)dP ai2 (12) 

=e 
-9.T J P(V> S(O), ~UY)J?;))dY, (13) 

WIN 

where 9-l : [0, llN + R N is a vector of inverse cumulative normal distribution 
functions with mean 0 and variance 1: V’(y) = (Q;‘(yr), . . , S&‘(y,v)). In fact 
we use that ?TIil(yn) = erf-‘(2y, - 1) where 

erf(z) = LL 
J;; axe-t J 2dt (14) 

in order to calculate the elements of S-l(.). We do the evaluation of the ex- 
pression in (14) by a suitable rational approximation (the same as the one used 
in MATLAB from The MathWorks Inc.). Given this conversion we approximate 
the integral by using samples from the Sobol sequence as input to @I-‘(-), and 
calculate the mean value of the integrand in the domain of integration which is 
[0, llN. The value of the ECO-price in (11) is thus approximated by 

VECO( 0) x g $(5 H,(O)h,(T, S(O), us-‘($)dT) - 4P)+ (15) 
34 n=l 
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where 0, E [0, l] N is the jth vector in the low discrepancy sequence used. As K 
is increased in (15) we get better approximations. In the next section we do some 
simulations to investigate how K should be chosen in order to get trustworthy 
approximations. 

5 Convergence of the Simulations 

In order to test the convergence speed of the quasi-Monte Carlo method compared 
to the standard Monte Carlo method we simulate the price of an EC0 for different 
number of simulations for both the methods and compare the prices. The plot 
of the results in figure 1 indicates that the convergence rate is much faster for 
the quasi-Monte Carlo method than for the conventional method. We see that 
the faster convergence is obtained both for baskets with two and twelve assets. 
Whether this large difference in convergence rate is maintained as N is increased is 
not investigated, but other literature report that the quasi-Monte Carlo methods 
looses some of the advance as N grows larger. For the graphs we have used 
logarithmic scaling on the s-axis to specify number of simulations. The solid 
horizontal lines are the corresponding Black & Scholes prices for each of the 
baskets, and is included to illustrate the size of the simulation error compared to 
the difference between the simulated prices and the Black & Scholes price. We 
emphasize that the Monte Carlo methods converge to the correct value given the 
assumptions on the market M. 

6 Results 

The price of the EC0 depends on the risk free rate r, the volatility matrix 
0 and the strike price qp of the basket. For special structures of 0 the price 
calculated with the conventional Black & Scholes and the QMC method will differ 
significantly. See [3]. W e wanted to investigate the corresponding price difference 
for the correlation structure between the largest companies on OSE. We construct 
a portfolio consisting of assets from two to twelve of the largest companies on 
OSE. The sum of the market cap of the twelve companies constitute about half 
of the total market cap on OSE. We have constructed each of the baskets in such 
a way that their market value at t = 0 is 100. We set time to maturity to one 
year (T = 1) and vary the strike price from 50 to 150. The figure 2 gives the 
graphs of the findings by plotting the difference in percent between the Black & 
Scholes price and the QMC price as a function of the strike - stock price ratio for 
different baskets. We see that the differences grows as the call option goes from 
in the money to out of the money, but that the difference is not directly affected 
by the number of companies in the basket. The difference is more affected by the 
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Figure 1: Convergence rate for conventional Monte Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo 
simulation methods for an EC0 on a basket of assets. We have set the initial 
price S(0) of the basket to 100, and the strike price qp to 125. 
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Figure 2: Difference in percent between prices calculated with the Black & Scholes 
method and the quasi-Monte Carlo Method. We have used 5E5 simulations for 
each point in the graph. The market value of the baskets at t = 0 is 100. We set 
time to maturity to one year (‘2’ = 1) and vary the strike price qp from 50 to 150. 
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correlation structure between the assets. This can be read from the second plot 
in figure 2 in which the basket constructed with four securities give an error of 
up to 11 percent. 

7 Conclusion 

The use of Quasi Monte Carlo methods gives faster convergence than the use of 
the conventional Monte Carlo methods for the problem we are studying. Further- 
more the Black & Scholes formula will give a too low price for the ECO, and more 
sophisticated methods must be used. We have suggested a method involving the 
use of low discrepancy sequences of Sobol type resulting in a quasi-Monte Carlo 
numerical integration. For the actual baskets we are considering the difference 
in price calculated with the Black & Scholes method and the quasi-Monte Carlo 
method is up to 11 percent when the European call option is out of the money. 
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